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'Hitler lives,' says 
Argentine monthly 

The article printed below appeared in the September 1982 
issue of the magazine Busqueda, published in Buenos Aires 
by Mr. Ernesto Poblet. A monthly magazine, Busqueda re

flects the views of political forces in Argentina who are op
posed to the monetarist policies of Milton Friedman. From 
1976 to 1981, Finance Minister Jose Martinez de Hoz ap
plied Friedman's policies in Argentina and largely destroyed 
the industrial and agricultural capacity of the nation. In 
previous issues, Busqueda published an interview with the 
Ibero-America Editor of the Executive Intelligence Review, 
Dennis Small, and also favorably reviewed the book The 
Ugly Truth About Milton Friedman, written by Lyndon H. 
LaRouche and David Goldman. The article below appeared 
under the byline "Candido Juglar." 

No, it is not science fiction. The demoniacal FUhrer of 
Nazi Germany has decided to comfortably install himself in 
the city of Chicago, adopting the unassuming dress of a 
university economics professor. For this, he has won himself 
a Nobel Prize in the field (perhaps recalling the adulation at 
the Nuremberg Olympic Games), and from his professorship 
he has sent his armies around the world and has so far occu
pied no less than half a dozen countries. His obsession with 
dominating the world and abolishing more than half of hu
manity has not changed. The only difference now is the 
mustache. No longer is it that ridiculous little square that 
constantly moved with his goggle eyes during the hysterical 
Nazi oratory. Now it is innocent fishing gear and the mis
chievous eyes of a small Jewish businessman, perhaps to 
disguise the ferocity of an economic theory that is more 
damaging than a thousand Auschwitz-style camps. 

Whiz kids replace armored divisions 
He calls himself Milton Friedman. He has his barons who 

protect and finance him (before they were the Krupps or 
Hindenburgs, now it's the Rockefellers and Volckers). Nor 
does he have to take the time to build up his armies, guns, 
and armored divisions on his own. He has found a more astute 
system. He simply uses the same armed forces of each coun
try that he occupies. It is easy to find ingenuous officers or 
haughty dictators who can save him the trouble of a violent 
blitzkrieg. In place of the Panzer Divisions, he sends Finance 
Ministers with a whole team of whiz-kids who are specially 
trained in the most "efficient" means of systematically de-
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stroying everything created to produce. I remember when the 
planes of that beast Goering leveled the industrial cities of 
Europe (Coventry, Warsaw, Guernica and others). But now, 
bombing was unnecessary. A big-eared Guderian [a refer
ence to former Argentine Finance Minister Martinez de Hoz
ed.] had only to occupy the Finance Ministry for a few years 
and the result was the same. The factory buildings have been 
abandoned, leaving the weeds to grow wild. Thousands of 
workers trample and kill each other to obtain a few hours of 
work at the port. . . . What a sad imitation of the slave 
shanties. The Hitler of Chicago wishes, inevitably, to push 
us toward a fate as recluses, or as dead bodies, Til order to 
supply the "Aryans" of the North. 

The new FUhrer dominates the ec(momic systems of 
countries like England, Argentina, Chile, Uruguay, Bolivia 
and none other than the United States through the Chairman 
of the Federal Reserve. From that little post, Paul Volcker 
denies funds to international agencies, when it comes to the 
growth of nations, and hastily aids any operation that implies 
loading foreign debt on those disgraced countries with eco
nomic problems to keep them even poorer and more subju
gated. Imposing this fate on many nations from his armchair, 
the professor at the University of Chicago, the American and 
British bankers, the Trilateral Commission and the multina
tionals have already decided that the developing nations will 
grow no more. They have decided on euthanasia for the poor 
because they think that human beings are incapable of over
coming the presumed scarcity of food or space to house a 
conglomeration of developing peoples. Thus they violate 
man's intelligent being, and the content of the Encyclicals of 
his Holiness John Paul II. 

Friedman's debt 
If the Hitler of the decade from 1930 to 1940 had as his 

supreme ideal the "superior race," this new specimen from 
Chicago is no less his equal with his theories on the elites, 
efficiency, competition, and the opening up of the economy. 
The former used as his scapegoat the Jews and the commu
nists; the latter uses inflation. When the Friedmanite finance 
ministers have unleashed galloping inflation (in the name of 
anti-inflation), they use as a bogeyman another abominable 
tale of their own invention: hyperinflation. And thus the 
chorus from the Greek tragedy that proposes to halt all growth 
as a guard against the horrifying "hyperinflation," is heard in 
all the big newspapers, in magazines, on TV and radio sta
tions, and in the immense number of institutions grouped by 
genocidal monetarism. 

The monster of Berchtesgaden was right: "We do not 
owe the greatness, the rearmament and the economic stability 
of the Reich to the economist Hjalmar Schacht; we owe these 
to the concentration camps." 

Busqueda is located at Hipolito Yrigoyen 615, 7° piso, Buenos 
Aires, tel. 33-3364 and 34-5161. The subscription prices for 12 
issues per year is 360,000 pesos or U.S.$26.00. 
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